
EFFECTIVE BUSINESS PLANNING SESSION

Free download: How To Lead Effective Strategy Review Meetings. Table Of strategy. Strategic objectives are vital to the
success of your organization's future.

Like most activities in life, the more thorough the planning, the better the outcome. This is where we begin to
narrow our focus. This includes evaluating investment options; initiating new projects; and identifying key
requirements for talent, systems, and supporting resources. Below I have summarized one or two key elements
from the quality check list for each of the components of the plan. Understanding Strategy The essence of
strategy is about choosing where to invest, whom to serve, and how to compete and win. Strategy helps you
bring about the intellectualization of your business. You remain in this phase of the strategic management
process until you embark on the next formal planning sessions where you start back at the beginning. Integrate
the following: aspiration, where to compete, how to be the best, your capabilities, and systems. What is your
purpose, your motivation? Change is hard, and humans are naturally built to resist change. You will need to
make strategy sessions a common practice so you may continue to evolve, improve, sharpen, and stay
competitive, and ultimately achieve your aspirations. And even when someone dares to challenge with a
question, some leaders, often without knowing it, respond with statements that belittle the questioner or
not-so-subtly communicate that challenging the boss is not welcome. The following are the preparatory
activities we recommend to enable a successful strategic planning session: 1. What are your capabilities, and
what else is needed to succeed on this path? Here is where you define your recipe for success. Sure, there will
likely be some people in the room who treat your voice like every other voice in the room. When done
properly strategic planning creates alignment, buy-in and a clear plan of action for success. If the organization
achieves these goals, and only these goals, will the organization most likely have fulfilled its mission? A
strategy is a linchpin for how you think about doing business. Last, the frontline warriors are closest to the
action and the problems so they will provide tactical insights that no one else has access to. Set up annual
strategic review dates including new assessments and a large group meeting for an annual plan review. Use the
following steps as your base implementation plan: Establish your performance management and reward
system. Are there any limitations to consider that helps guide the discussion? This creates a sense of urgency
and necessity that the strategic planning session would otherwise lack. When rushed or conducted
haphazardly, it can create lasting frustration for the team and weaken the credibility of the leaders. Where will
you compete? A budget is a detailed listing of the timing and total amount of planned expenditures and
revenues. From vision and mission through to strategies and action plans, the Drivers Model provides a
specific quality check for each component of the strategic plan. Define the Constraints. Based on my
experience, too few have a clear and compelling strategy in place. When the boss speaks, people listen.


